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Abstract
California (USA) is the largest agricultural producer and
one of the populous states in the United State. As the
population and agriculture grows, water consumption
patterns become crucial to keep track of especially surface
water. In this research project, we studied possible
changes in water consumption patterns in different
counties and water rights holders who obtain surface
water supply from the State Water Project (SWP) in
California. We conducted a time series analysis on the
California Monthly Diverted Surface Water dataset
through two different time series forecasting models. Our
analysis indicates that the total diverted surface water
presents a periodic fluctuation, and the ARIMA model can
better describes the fluctuation of diverted surface water.

Data & Methodology
•
•
•
•

We collected the “Annual Water Use Report 2000-2019” from the Electronic Water Rights Information Management System (eWRIMS) website.
The dataset provides the number of monthly diverted surface water from January 2013 to December 2019, and total 83 observations.
A stationary means that a sequence of series has constant mean, variance and covariance over time.
We checked if the series is stationary using the Augmented Dickey Fuller(ADF) test function (adfuller()), from the statsmodels package in python.

Results

Objective
In this research project, we aim to examine the
compatibility and accuracy of the two Time Series model
to forecast the California Surface Water that diverted by
the water right holder.

Introduction
Time Series Forecasting
• Time series data is a sequence of data points that are
observed or recorded at regular time intervals.
• Time series forecasting uses data over time to forecast
or predict future activity, based on pattern or re-occurring
trends from the previous time.
• In this research project, we examined two type of time
series forecasting models on predicting short-term total
diverted surface water. We anticipate obtaining more
accurate diverted surface water predication values.

Fig. 2. Trend, Seasonality, Residual for original time series of monthly
surface water data

Fig. 1. ADF test result

Result 1: the p-value of the ADF test is less than the significance
level (0.05) so we reject the null hypothesis and indicate that the
time series is stationary. (fig 1)

Result 2: the time series displays seasonality, with a
pattern recurrence occurring once every 12 months
(yearly). (fig 2-Seasonal)

ARIMA Model:
The Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA)
models are commonly used in time series modeling. An
ARIMA model is characterized by three components which
is Auto Regressive (AR), Integration (I), and Moving
Average (MA). And, it has the formula as follow:
Fig. 4. SARIMA Model - Forecasted and real values of monthly surface water data

Where: ε is the random error at t, 𝜑𝑖 and 𝜃𝑗 are the
coefficients, p is the order of the AR term, q is the order of
the MA term, d is the number of differencing. The purpose
of differencing it to make the time series stationary
[9,12,13].
SARIMA Model:
The Seasonal Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average
known as SARIMA(SARIMA) model is a time Series
forecasting method for stochastic model data with
seasonal data pattern [7]. The general form of seasonal
model SARIMA (p, d, q) (P, D, Q)s is given by[12]:

p = non-seasonal AR order, d = non-seasonal differencing,
q = non-seasonal MA order, P = seasonal AR order, D =
seasonal differencing, Q = seasonal MA order, and S = the
period of the time series [12].
𝑦𝑡 is the actual value. 𝜑𝑝 𝐿 and 𝐴𝑝 𝐿𝑠 represent non
seasonal and seasonal autoregressive polynomials
respectively; 𝜗𝑞 𝐿 and 𝐵𝑄 𝐿𝑠 represent non seasonal
and seasonal moving average polynomials respectively.
∆𝑑 and ∆𝐷
𝑠 are ordinary and seasonal difference
components. B is the backshift operator [14].

Fig. 3. ARIMA Model - Forecasted and real values of monthly
surface water data

Result 4: the SARIMA (0, 1, 1) x (0, 1, 1, 12) model seems to well capture
the monthly surface water trend from the 2018 to 2020, but not for the
years from 2013 to 2018. For prediction of the period between 20192020, the forecast model is moderately well-aligned with the actual
data with some minor data shifts.

Result 3: the ARIMA (3,2,1) model seems to give a
directionally correct forecast. And the forecast
model is well-aligned with the actual data with some
minor data shifts. (fig 3)

Conclusions

Future Study

Our analysis indicates that precipitation and agricultural use have an important impact on surface In
this project, the ARIMA model is used to predict the 84-month total diverted surface water, which
aims to get a more accurate prediction value. Overall, the total diverted surface water presents a
periodic fluctuation, and the ARIMA model seems to better describe the fluctuation of diverted
surface water.

The prediction results can use as a resource for the water rights department to better develop the
water rights law. In this paper, the impact of precipitation is not considered when forecasting the
diverted surface water. In future forecast research, total rain rainfalls and river flow are taken as
the influencing factor to improve the prediction accuracy.
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